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The information contained in this Company Update Presentation has been prepared in good faith by Kina Petroleum Limited, and no representation or warranty, express 
or implied, is made as to the accuracy, correctness, completeness or adequacy of any statements, estimates, opinions or other information contained in this Investor 
Presentation. To the maximum extend permitted by law, Kina Petroleum Limited, its Directors, officers, employees, consultants and agents disclaim any and all liability 
for any loss or damage which may be suffered by any person through the use of or reliance on anything contained in or omitted from this Investor Presentation.

This Investor Presentation does not constitute financial advice. In making an investment decision investors should rely on their own examination of the information and 
consult with their own legal, tax, business, financial and other professional advisers in making an investment decision.

Certain information contained in this Company Update Presentation, including any information on Kina Petroleum Limited's plans for future financial or operating 
performance and other statements that express management's expectations or estimates of future performance, may constitute forward-looking statements. Such 
statements are based on a number of estimates and assumptions that involve significant elements of subjective judgment and analysis which may or may not be correct, 
and while considered reasonable by management at the time, are subject to significant business, economic and competitive uncertainties. Kina Petroleum Limited 
cautions that such statements involve known or unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual financial results, performance or achievements 
of Kina Petroleum Limited to be materially different from Kina Petroleum Limited's estimated future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by those 
statements. Resource estimates within this presentation represent the estimated quantities of hydrocarbons that may potentially be recoverable, with any recovery 
dependent on future development. Further evaluation is required to determine the existence of a significant quantity of moveable hydrocarbons. 

Disclaimer

Competent Person Statement

The technical information contained in this presentation is based on information compiled by Mr Richard Schroder (Managing Director). Mr Schroder has more than 30 
years experience within the industry and consent to the information in the form and content in which it appears.

Disclaimer and competent person
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PNG large conventional wet gas play
Close to market
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PNG petroleum terms remain the best in our region
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PNG/LNG projects in lowest cost quartile



Papuan Basin  two petroleum plays: Carbonate break 
through play offers huge potential in the east
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World record gas flow at Interoil’s

Antelope-2 (2009)

705 MMCFD from Darai Fm

(carbonate play)

Western Clastic Reservoirs

Eastern Carbonate Reservoirs

Eastern Carbonate Reservoirs

OSH recently predicted yet to find 

potential of greater than 5 billion BOE

in PNG



Kina well positioned in the Eastern Carbonate 
Play Fairway
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Courtesy OSH

Courtesy Interoil

Courtesy Interoil

Courtesy Interoil



Kina actively farming out equity PPL 340 Port 
Moresby Prospect 20km from PNG/LNG facilities
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A

B

Proposed seismic

Lizard Lead

Port Moresby

Lead

Interpreted Bouguer Gravity

Outcropping Reef

Reefs within PPL 340 in close proximity

to Port Moresby Lead

Terrain perfect for cost effective seismic

and cheap wells using rig similar to one

recently used in PPL 337

PNG-LNG Plant

PNG-LNG Plant



Kina maturing its prospects & leads inventory in 
west. Will be actively marketing PPL’s 435 & 436
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Prospects all located close to Fly River and can be tested using 

slim hole rig similar to one used this year in PPL 337

PPL 435:  Aiambak, Strickland

PPL 436:  Fly, Dalbert, Oriomo, Aligator, Serki, Serki SE,

Lake Murray East

PPL 437: Candlenut, Mango, Kandis, Malisa15%
57%

100%

100%

Panakawa oil seep

flowing 5 bopd at

surface

Fly River offers export

Infrastructure for mid

Stream LNG & liquids
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Contact Richard Schroder

richard.schroder@kinapetroleum.com

mailto:richard.schroder@kinapetroleum.com

